
Business challenges
 How do I get the best experts to handle my Information

 Security journey?

 Is my day-to-day operations malicious attack proof?

 Does my security system provide me with actionable real

 time intelligence?

 Can I see reports on critical metrics that keep track of the effectiveness  

 of my Information Security Management System?

Enterprises, irrespective of their size, face a range of information security 

threats ranging from malware such as Trojans, to sophisticated attacks that 

compromise their day-to-day operations. The threat is significant for 

companies that handle large amounts of customer data. In addition

to this, enterprises need to be compliant with various government 

regulations and laws.

Our offering
Mindtree's end-to-end security services expertise helps you reduce your 

risk in operating and managing your IT infrastructure-network, data centre, 

servers and other IT assets. We help reduce your Information Security 

management costs and make it more predictable. Our consultants are 

certified experts across several domains, such as ISO 27001 LA, CISA, CISM, 

CEH and CISSP. 

Mindtree’s managed risk service includes the following:

 Information security officer services on a full-time basis

 Security consulting

  Business application security audit

  Third party security audits

  Security architecture and strategy development 

Managed risk service.

Key benefits
  Reliable IT systems and   

  infrastructure leading to   

  interruption free operations thus 

  achieving peace of mind

  SLA based service with hybrid 

  delivery models to minimize

  your security risks and

  reduce overheads

  Real time reports and actionable 

  insights from MWatch – Secure 

  Service Portal

  Trusted advisory services to keep 

  your organization up-to-date on 

  security threats 

  Tool agnostic approach to

  monitor and manage your

  IT assets using ITIL and

  ISO 27001 certified processes

  End-to-end security through the 

  unique combination of MWatch, 

  ArcSight, and Global Security 

  Operations Centre
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About Mindtree
Mindtree is a global information technology solutions company with revenues of over USD 400 million. Our team of 11,000 experts 

engineer meaningful technology solutions to help businesses and societies flourish. We enable our customers achieve competitive 

advantage through flexible and global delivery models, agile methodologies and expert frameworks.

  Governance and compliance enablement consulting

   (ISO 27001, PCI DSS, SOX etc.)

  Security awareness training

 Security execution

  Real time security event monitoring and security log management

   (ArcSight based)

  Actionable intelligence and reporting through Secure Service Portal

 Security testing

  Managed network security testing

  Managed vulnerability assessment

Mindtree executes these services through an onsite-offsite delivery model, 

and through our ISO 27001 certified ArcSight deployed Global Security 

Operations Centre (GSOC). This GSOC is staffed with certified and 

experienced security professionals, who monitor and manage your 

services 24x7x365. GSOC is a global operations centre and a single point of 

contact for all your support needs. Our tools deployed in GSOC identify 

real threats in IT infrastructure and eliminates false positives leveraging 

the advanced event correlation capabilities of ArcSight. Client-specific 

delivery models (in-premise, shared services and hybrid) and SLAs

are executed.


